GeeZee (a.k.a. Green Zone) MOBILE APPLICATION TO
HELP KEEP ALL YOUR LOVED ONES SAFE
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER AND A
KEY TO A SAFER FAMILY LIFESTYLE
Protect any family member walking, biking or
driving away from home with a phone from
kindergarten through high school, college and
beyond:
- 93% of children have simply misunderstood
directions or miscommunicated their plans,
are lost or have run away.
- 9% are kidnapped by family member in a
custody dispute.
- 3% are abducted by non-family members,
usually during the commission of a crime such
as robbery or sexual assault. The kidnapper is
often someone the child knows.
- Every 40 seconds in US a child goes missing
and about 100 children are kidnapped each
year in the stereotypical stranger abductions
you hear about in the news.
- 7% of missing persons annually are elderly
adults between the ages of 50-99 normally
due to early stages of dementia and
Alzheimer’s disease.
- There are many statistics stating that as many
as 5 college students go missing per month
on campus or during spring break.

BUILD A GREEN ZONE AROUND
YOUR CHILD TO KEEP DANGER
AWAY
Once a child leaves the safety of their home and
immediate surroundings, i.e., Family Green Zone,
which may be a few hundred yards (non-drivers)
or a mile or two (drivers) out of their neighborhood
they are exposed to many dangers.
These are the key risks you child faces when they
leave home:
- Inappropriate and unwanted contact or
advances from strangers
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- Giving in to peer pressure, i.e., older kids, to drive or
walk to a place or home with no parental supervision
- Driving to secret location to meet new boyfriend or
girlfriend not approved by parents
- Giving in to natural child curiosity or feelings of
independence to go to forbidden locations by their parents
- Talked into dangerous or illegal activity by online
predator to meet at undisclosed location

WHAT CAN YOU DO TO KEEP YOUR
LOVED ONES SAFE WHEN THEY LEAVE THE
HOME?
Protect your children when they are not in your sight. Talk
with them about their activities, set safe limits and choose a
powerful parental locator software package like GeeZee to
protect your children when they leave their “safe” house and
allows you to actively monitor them from your phone where ever
they go. Enjoy piece of mind knowing GeeZee will send
alerts if not running, i.e., swiped off, and restrictions may be
set to not allow app to be deleted or locations services to be
disabled.

GEEZEE FAMILY RADAR & REPORTER
SOFTWARE CAN PROTECT YOUR LOVED
ONES EVERYWHERE THEY GO
GeeZee is the most comprehensive family radar software on
the market today, combining more safety features to protect
your child than any other location monitoring software.
• Always gives child easy and quick access to parent to
let them know they have reached destination, pick them
up or if they are feeling uncomfortable
• Receive automatic alerts to your phone for possible
dangerous behavior when child leaves green zone
safety circle and enters yellow or red zones
• View map and directions to any of child’s yellow or red
zone locations
• Receive alerts whether GeeZee is running or not, i.e.,
swiped off phone’s active application list

SAFETY FEATURES

WHAT DOES GeeZee DO?

HOW DOES THIS PROTECT YOUR LOVED
ONES?

Tracks and
alerts on
all GPS location
activity

Tracks and alerts on all phone movements outside of family green zone.

Knowing where your children or senior
parents go when you’re not with them.

Set safe
locations

Create safe locations outside the green zone to avoid unwanted alerts
when family member, i.e., child, is at known safe houses outside of
home like:

You can step in and call or text them if they are
engaging in abnormal or inappropriate
activity.
Insure parents are not overwhelmed with
false/positive zone violations so they don’t
miss the critical ones.

School, Grandparents, Uncles and Aunts, friends, work, etc.
Automatic alerts
to parent phone in
real time

Parent reporter application receives alerts in real time any time family
member leaves the green zone and crosses into a yellow or red zone.

Be aware of what’s going on, before things
get out of control. Often parents do not
become aware of dangerous activity until it’s
too late.

Change/Add
safe locations or
zones on all
child phones
remotely

Change or add safe locations on any child phone at any time from parent
reporter phone.

Gives you total control of child’s safe
boundaries without having to have access
to their phone.

Change green or yellow zone distance and how often child’s position is
checked at any time from parent reporter phone.
Add multiple yellow zones to see if child took detours when driving to and
from school

View all zone
violations to
check addresses
and get
directions

View zone violation report of any selected date range for any family
member.

View location
maps in Satellite
mode

View all zone violations in detailed satellite or normal street map view.

Discreet mode

GeeZee runs unobtrusively behind the scenes.
GeeZee does not slow your phone down.
GeeZee does not impact phone battery life.

Sometimes a soft touch just works
better...Children may respond better to
discreet guidance rather than a more
authoritarian approach. Decide what’s right
for your family.

Supported
phones

All iPhone and iPad iOS versions.
All Android versions.

GeeZee does not jail break Apple iPhone to
support any features.

Child check in to
parent support

Locator application supports the following three hot buttons for child to
communicate quickly and silently in real time to parent:

Gives child easy and quick access to parent
to let them know they are ok or help them if
they are feeling uncomfortable in a social
situation.

Gives you exact location in real time.

View address information and get walking or driving directions to any
location.
Gives you details of their surroundings.

Get directions to any zone violation address.

HERE: Send alert to parent that child is safely at their destination address
OK: Send alert to parent that they are ok but feeling uncomfortable where they
are
PICK ME UP: Send alert to parent to pick them up at address where they are
without being obvious about it making it easier to escape an uncomfortable
situation without triggering peer pressure to stay
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